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Elia Kazan A Life
For The Elia Kazan Maven. This book is your ultimate resource for Elia Kazan. Here you will find the
most up-to-date 155 Success Facts, Information, and much more. In easy to read chapters, with
extensive references and links to get you to know all there is to know about Elia Kazan's Early life,
Career and Personal life right away. A quick look inside: Pinky (1949 film), The Crucible (1996 film)
- Background, Andy Griffith - Dramatic role in A Face in the Crowd (1957), Morris Carnovsky Broadway career and the Group Theatre, 5th Golden Globe Awards - Best Picture, Donaldson Awards
- Director (play), Blue (1968 film) - Evaluation in film guides, The Long Hot Summer, Lee Strasberg Group Theater, James Dean (film) - Plot, Film score - History, Charles W. Fries - Contributions, Kim
Hunter - Career, Curtis Hanson - Film career, Michael Gordon (film director) - Life and career,
Greek American - In popular culture, Lee Strasberg - Elia Kazan as student, 1954 in film - Awards,
Thunder Rock (play), Bodil Award for Best American Film - 1950s, Golden Globe Award for Best
Director - Motion Picture, Satyajit Ray - Legacy, Alex Nicol - Biography, Ben Gazzarra - Career,
Tennessee Williams - Posthumous recognition, 5th Golden Globe Awards - Best Director-Motion
Picture, A Tree Grows in Brooklyn (film), Princess Theatre - 1930s to 1950s, Greece - Cinema, 1969 in
film - Notable films released in 1969, Porgy and Bess (film) - Production, Elia Kazan - Karl Malden,
Blues in the Night (1941 film) - Music, Norris Houghton - The Phoenix Rises, Directors Guild of
America Award - Outstanding Achievement in Feature Film, 27th Academy Awards, Martha Wayne Background, and much more...
A groundbreaking filmmaker dogged by controversy in both his personal life and career, Elia Kazan
was one of the most important directors of postwar American cinema. In landmark motion pictures
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such as A Streetcar Named Desire, On the Waterfront, East of Eden, and Splendor in the Grass, Kazan
crafted an emotionally raw form of psychological realism. His reputation has rested on his Academy
award-winning work with actors, his provocative portrayal of sexual, moral, and generational conflict,
and his unpopular decision to name former colleagues as Communists before the House Un-American
Activities Committee in 1952. But much of Kazan’s influential cinematic legacy remains unexamined.
Arriving in the wake of his centenary, Kazan Revisited engages and moves beyond existing debates
regarding Kazan’s contributions to film, tackling the social, political, industrial, and aesthetic
significance of his work from a range of critical perspectives. Featuring essays by established film
critics and scholars such as Richard Schickel (Time), Victor Navasky (The Nation), Mark Harris
(Entertainment Weekly), Kent Jones (Film Comment), Jonathan Rosenbaum (Essential Cinema, 2004),
Jeanine Basinger (The Star Machine, 2007), and Leo Braudy (On the Waterfront, 2008), this book is a
must for diehard cinephiles and those new to Kazan alike. Contributors include: JEANINE
BASINGER, LEO BRAUDY, LISA DOMBROWSKI, HADEN GUEST, MARK HARRIS, KENT
JONES, PATRICK KEATING, SAVANNAH LEE, BRENDA MURPHY, VICTOR NAVASKY,
BRIAN NEVE, JONATHAN ROSENBAUM, RICHARD SCHICKEL, ANDREW TRACY, and SAM
WASSON.
Rita Hayworth dancing by candlelight; Elizabeth Taylor tenderly wrapping him in her Pashmina
scarf; streaking for Sir Laurence Olivier in a drafty English castle; terrifying a dozing Jackie Onassis;
carrying an unconscious Montgomery Clift to safety on a dark New York street... Captured forever in
a unique memoir, Frank Langella’s myriad encounters with some of the past century’s most famous
human beings are profoundly affecting, funny, wicked, sometimes shocking, and utterly irresistible.
With sharp wit and a perceptive eye, Mr. Langella takes us with him into the private worlds and
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privileged lives of movie stars, presidents, royalty, literary lions, the social elite, and the greats of the
Broadway stage. We learn something, too, of Mr. Langella’s personal journey from the age of fifteen
to the present day. Dropped Names is, like its subjects, riveting and unforgettable.
Ben Hecht’s critically acclaimed autobiographical memoir, first published in 1954, offers
incomparably pungent evocations of Chicago in the 1910s and 1920s, Hollywood in the 1930s, and New
York during the Second World War and after. “His manners are not always nice, but then nice
manners do not always make interesting autobiographies, and this autobiography has the merit of
being intensely interesting.”—Saul Bellow, New York Times Named to Time’s list of All-Time 100
Nonfiction Books, which deems it “the un-put-downable testament of the era’s great multimedia
entertainer.”
Peter Bogdanovich's Movie of the Week
Beyond The Aegean
Kazan on Film
The Group Theatre and America, 1931-1940
Zapata
Elia Kazan 155 Success Facts - Everything You Need to Know about Elia Kazan
Few figures in film and theater history tower like Elia Kazan. Born in 1909 to
Greek parents in Istanbul, Turkey, he arrived in America with incomparable vision
and drive, and by the 1950s he was the most important and influential director in
the nation, simultaneously dominating both theater and film. His productions of A
Streetcar Named Desire and Death of a Salesman reshaped the values of the stage.
His films -- most notably On the Waterfront -- brought a new realism and a new
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intensity of performance to the movies. Kazan's career spanned times of enormous
change in his adopted country, and his work affiliated him with many of America's
great artistic moments and figures, from New York City's Group Theatre of the
1930s to the rebellious forefront of 1950s Hollywood; from Katharine Hepburn
and Spencer Tracy to Marlon Brando and James Dean. Ebullient and secretive,
bold and self-doubting, beloved yet reviled for "naming names" before the House
Un-American Activities Committee, Kazan was an individual as complex and
fascinating as any he directed. He has long deserved a biography as shrewd and
sympathetic as this one. In the electrifying Elia Kazan, noted film historian and
critic Richard Schickel illuminates much more than a single astonishing life and
life's work: He pays discerning tribute to the power of theater and film, and casts a
new light on six crucial decades of American history.
Elia KazanA LifeDa Capo Press
For many of his theater contemporaries, Lee J. Cobb (1911–1976) was the greatest
actor of his generation. In Hollywood he became the definitive embodiment of
gangsters, psychiatrists, and roaring lunatics. From 1939 until his death, Cobb
contributed riveting performances to a number of films, including Boomerang, On
the Waterfront, The Brothers Karamazov, 12 Angry Men, and The Exorcist. But for
all of his conspicuous achievements in motion pictures, Cobb’s name is most
identified with the character Willy Loman in the original stage production of
Arthur Miller’s Death of a Salesman (1949). Directed by Elia Kazan, Cobb’s
Broadway performance proved to be a benchmark for American theater. In Lee J.
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Cobb: Characters of an Actor, Donald Dewey looks at the life and career of this
versatile performer. From his Lower East Side roots in New York City—where he
was born Leo Jacob—to multiple accolades on stage and the big and small screens,
Cobb’s life proved to be a tumultuous rollercoaster of highs and lows. As a leading
man of the theater, he gave a number of compelling performances in such plays as
Golden Boy and King Lear. For the Hollywood studios, Cobb fit the description of
the “character actor.” No one better epitomized the performer who suddenly
appears on the screen and immediately grabs the audience’s attention. During his
forty-five-year career, there wasn’t a significant star—from Humphrey Bogart and
James Stewart to Paul Newman and Clint Eastwood—with whom he didn’t work.
Cobb was also followed by controversy: he appeared before the House UnAmerican Activities Committee in the 1950s and was a witness to a movie-set
murder case in the 1970s. Through it all, he never lost his taste for fast cars and
gin rummy. A bear of a man with a voice that equally accommodated growls and
sibilant sympathies, Cobb was undeniably an actor to be reckoned with. In this
fascinating book, Dewey captures all of the drama that surrounded Cobb, both on
screen and off.
In 1999, Elia Kazan (1909-2003) received an honorary Oscar for lifetime
achievement; it was a controversial award, for in 1952 he had given testimony to
the HUAC Committee, for which he was ostracized by many. That Oscar also
acknowledged Kazan's remarkable contribution to American and world cinema,
making such films as "On the Waterfront" and "A Streetcar Named Desire".
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Kazan's life in the cinema is due a reassessment, one that is presented expertly
and gracefully by Brian Neve in this book, drawing on previously neglected and
some hitherto untapped sources. Focussing in particular on the producerdirector's post-"On the Waterfront", New York based independent work, and on his
key artistic collaborations, including those with Tennessee Williams, John
Steinbeck and Budd Schulberg, Neve gives a fascinating reassessment of Kazan's
famed technique with such actors as Marlon Brando and James Dean, and his
lifetime concern to provoke and photograph 'authentic' behaviour. He reveals a
pattern, through the films, of personally resonant themes, relating for example to
ethnicity and the American immigrant myth. He reviews Kazan's style, from the
colour and wide screen of "East of Eden" to the creative use of location in his
Amercian South films, including "Baby Doll". He debates the reception of Kazan's
work and the controversy - which dogged his career - of his 1952 Congressional
testimony. These elements and more make this a very readable and memorable,
fresh portrayal of the film career of this ever fascinating director.
The Life and Times of New York's Legendary Chelsea Hotel
The Intent to Live
Characters of an Actor
Tennessee Williams' "A Streetcar Named Desire" - Contrasting the Play With the
Movie from 1951 Directed by Elia Kazan
An Autobiography
The Dark at the Top of the Stairs
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In his powerful new novel, Elia Kazan takes up the life of the young Greek
from Anatolia whose early years he chronicled in his first and highly
acclaimed novel, America America, giving us the story of a man caught
between two worlds and fighting to make a place for himself within them. We
enter the story of 1909. Stavros Topouzoglou—Joe Arness to his American
friends—is meeting the freighter that has brought his family to America. This
day marks the culmination of a lifetime of responsibility. Steeled by his harsh
life, proud and resourceful, he has nonetheless been governed by the age-old
rules of filial duty: putting aside his own needs and desires, he obediently took
on the fulfillment of his father’s dream of safety and salvation for their family.
For a decade he has worked to bring his family to America—an America that
has hypnotized and motivated him with its promise of money and power and
privilege. But as the family disembarks there is one person missing: his father
is dead. Suddenly, Stavros is caught between two powerful and opposing
influences. On one side is his family: seven brothers and sisters and his
mother look to him for guidance, strength, and support, drawing him back
into the ways and tenets of the “old” country. On the other side, the brightseeming, golden possibilities of the “new” world of America, possibilities that
Stavros has only glimpsed from afar, but that he has determined to attain.
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Stavros is not prepared for this clash of cultures, nor for the emotional
turmoil it produces in him. He has always believed that through sheer will and
energy he could achieve anything, but now even his ferocious, unswerving
drive cannot sustain him. And so we see him dutifully assume the patriarchal
position in the family, only to witness the foundation of family devotion,
respect, and love broken down by the terrifying yet heady exigencies of this
new life. We see Stavros passionately drawn to Althea Perry, imagining her to
be a key to his acceptance into the society he yearns for, but finding instead
that she is a constant reminder of the obstacles he must continually face and
the sacrifices of pride he must be prepared to make. We see Stavros slowly
ingratiating himself with Fernand Sarrafian—the man he most admires, the
man with the kind of power Stavros wants for himself—only to learn that
Sarrafian’s power is tainted with greed, deceit, and an almost total lack of
humaneness. We see how often Stavros must invoke the words his father said
to him as a boy: “If you don’t allow yourself to feel it, the shame does not
exist.” We see him confronted by his brother—just returned from fighting for
a Greater Greece—whose words to Stavros reverberate with both love and
accusation: “I’m thinking of you at night. What you were once, what you are
now . . . When we first came here, I was so proud of you . . . Now all you care
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about is how to make money.” And it is these words that finally force Stavros
to acknowledge the devastating impurities in his dream of an American life, to
see how completely he’s lost himself in his blind attempt to attain that dream.
And he is compelled to devise a plan by which he can redeem not only himself,
his family, and the memory of his father, but also—even if only in the smallest
measure—the love for his homeland that he begins to feel with renewed fervor
and empassioned dedication. In the story of Stavros, Elia Kazan not only gives
us a vividly wrought picture of one man’s struggle to understand his dreams,
but he reveals, as well, what it has meant for the immigrant to confront
America, and, more importantly, what it has meant for him to confront himself
in this seductive, yet often inimical, culture.
From Elia Kazan, the celebrated writer and director: a huge, stunning story of
a word in tumult and an immigrant’s life redeemed. It is a pivotal moment in
history. The First World War has barely ended. Greek forces are reclaiming
Anatolia from the Turks. And Stavros Topouzoglou—who twenty years earlier,
escaping oppression of Turkish rule, fled to America only to discover the
venality of his dream of an American life—disembarks to reclaim his
homeland. Here he will recast his life and rid himself of his obsession with the
elegant American woman who has become for him the ultimate symbol of
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success. He will marry an Anatolian girl who will treat him like and “agha.”
He will have the life his father had. Stavros’s energy and arrogance propel
him to an astonishing success in his war-torn country. Deep in the interior of
Anatolia, he meets the woman who he thinks will complete this new vision of
himself—the fiercely independent Thomna. But he does not know that her
passion matches his own twenty years before—to get to America at any cost.
His passion now is for Anatolia, and bringing his mother and sister back from
America, he pursues his fortune further into dangerous areas, behind the lines
of combat—even when learns that the Allies have deserted the Greeks, even
after he loses his brother to the Greco-Turkish war. As the novel unfolds, we
see Stavros and his dreams of wealth and home becoming inextricably
entwined with the Greek cause—compelling him, at the risk of sacrificing his
life with Thomna, to a level of selflessness and heroism he has never before
imagined. Beyond the Aegean is a novel dramatically, historically, and
emotionally powerful, a novel that both stands uncompromisingly on its own
and brings to a close Elia Kazan’s commanding saga of one immigrant life.
A new volume which includes the original screenplay, with its copious
director's notes, and the narrative - this has followed on from a previously
undiscovered manuscript by Steinbeck being found in the UCLA Research
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Library - the narrative treatment of the story on which he based his
screenplay.
Magic Child, a fifteen-year old Indian girl, wanders into the wrong
whorehouse. She is looking for the right men to kill the monster. The monster
that lives in the ice caves under the basement of Miss Hawkline's yellow
house. Richard Brautigan takes the reader on a heroic, magical adventure
through Eastern Oregon. The Hawkline Monster confirms his place as one of
the twentieth century's most exciting writers.
The Assassins
The Hawkline Monster
Waiting for Lefty
Real Life Drama
The Arrangement
Collaborators
THE STORY: The setting is a small Oklahoma town in the early 1920s
and the home of the Flood family. Here we find Rubin, a traveling
salesman for a harness firm, Cora, his sensitive and lovely wife,
Sonny, their little boy and Reenie, their teenage
Collects reviews from the author's column in The New York observer
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showcasing films specific to seasons and holidays accompanied by
critical essays and lists of tie-in recommendations
Cy Endfield (1914-1995) was a filmmaker (Try and Get Me!, Hell
Drivers, Zulu) with interests in close-up magic, science, and
invention. The director of several distinctive Hollywood movies, he
was blacklisted and refused to "name names" before the House UnAmerican Activities Committee.
A timeless statement about human foibles...and human endurance, The
Skin of Our Teeth is Thornton Wilder’s brilliant, Pulitzer Prizewinning play, now reissued with a beautiful new cover and updated
afterword by Wilder’s nephew, Tappan Wilder. Time magazine called The
Skin of Our Teeth "a sort of Hellzapoppin' with brains," as it broke
from established theatrical conventions and walked off with the 1943
Pulitzer Prize for Best Drama. Combining farce, burlesque, and satire
(among other styles), Thornton Wilder departs from his studied use of
nostalgia and sentiment in Our Town to have an Eternal Family
narrowly escape one disaster after another, from ancient times to the
present. Meet George and Maggie Antrobus (married only 5,000 years);
their two children, Gladys and Henry (perfect in every way!); and
their maid, Sabina (the ageless vamp) as they overcome ice, flood,
and war—by the skin of their teeth. Witty, clever, and provocative,
The Skin of Our Teeth showcases Wilder’s storytelling genius and his
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extraordinary talents at delving deep into the human psyche.
Life
Famous Men and Women As I Knew Them
A Child of the Century
The Friedkin Connection
Film Noir, the Blacklist, and Zulu
A Collaboration in the Theatre
This collection of nearly three hundred letters gives us the life of Elia Kazan
unfiltered, with all the passion, vitality, and raw honesty that made him such an
important and formidable stage director (A Streetcar Named Desire, Death of a
Salesman), film director (On the Waterfront, East of Eden), novelist, and memoirist.
Elia Kazan’s lifelong determination to be a “sincere, conscious, practicing artist”
resounds in these letters—fully annotated throughout—in every phase of his
career: his exciting apprenticeship with the new and astonishing Group Theatre, as
stagehand, stage manager, and actor (Waiting for Lefty, Golden Boy) . . . his first
tentative and then successful attempts at directing for the theater and movies (The
Skin of Our Teeth, A Tree Grows in Brooklyn) . . . his cofounding in 1947 of the
Actors Studio and his codirection of the nascent Repertory Theater of Lincoln
Center . . . his innovative and celebrated work on Broadway (All My Sons, Cat on a
Hot Tin Roof, J.B.) and in Hollywood (Gentleman’s Agreement, Splendor in the
Grass, A Face in the Crowd, Baby Doll) . . . his birth as a writer. Kazan directed
virtually back-to-back the greatest American dramas of the era—by Arthur Miller
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and Tennessee Williams—and helped shape their future productions. Here we see
how he collaborated with these and other writers: Clifford Odets, Thornton Wilder,
John Steinbeck, and Budd Schulberg among them. The letters give us a unique
grasp of his luminous insights on acting, directing, producing, as he writes to and
about Marlon Brando, James Dean, Warren Beatty, Robert De Niro, Boris Aronson,
and Sam Spiegel, among others. We see Kazan’s heated dealings with studio
moguls Darryl Zanuck and Jack Warner, his principled resistance to film censorship,
and the upheavals of his testimony before the House Committee on Un-American
Activities. These letters record as well the inner life of the artist and the man. We
see his startling candor in writing to his first wife, his confidante and adviser, Molly
Day Thacher—they did not mince words with each other. And we see a father’s
letters to and about his children. An extraordinary portrait of a complex, intense,
monumentally talented man who engaged the political, moral, and artistic currents
of the twentieth century.
At the height of America's anti-Communist Red Scare, playwright Arthur Miller
traveled to Hollywood to work on a screenplay with Elia Kazan, the most important
director in Hollywood and on Broadway in the 1950s. Kazan introduced Miller to
Marilyn Monroe, then a minor actress and Kazan's lover. Miller and Monroe
instantly fell in love; however, Miller was married. Subsequently, the artistic
collaboration between Miller and Kazan shattered after Kazan "named names" of
ex-Communists before Congress. Miller then wrote THE CRUCIBLE, which
condemns informing; Kazan directed ON THE WATERFRONT, which celebrates
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testifying as heroic, and Monroe went on to become a major movie star and an
enduring sex symbol. COLLABORATORS presents the story of the complex
relationships among these towering figures from 1950s popular culture.
This is a book-length study of the intense creative relationship between Tennessee
Williams and Elia Kazan.
Based on new and revelatory material from Brando’s own private archives, an
award-winning film biographer presents a deeply-textured, ambitious, and
definitive portrait of the greatest movie actor of the twentieth century, the elusive
Marlon Brando, bringing his extraordinarily complex life into view as never before.
The most influential movie actor of his era, Marlon Brando changed the way other
actors perceived their craft. His approach was natural, honest, and deeply
personal, resulting in performances—most notably in A Streetcar Named Desire
and On the Waterfront—that are without parallel. Brando was heralded as the
American Hamlet—the Yank who surpassed British stage royalty Laurence Olivier,
John Gielgud, and Ralph Richardson as the standard of greatness in the midtwentieth century. Brando’s impact on American culture matches his professional
significance; he both challenged and codified our ideas of masculinity and
sexuality. Brando was also one of the first stars to use his fame as a platform to
address social, political, and moral issues, courageously calling out America’s
deeply rooted racism. William Mann’s brilliant biography of the Hollywood legend
illuminates this culture icon for a new age. Mann astutely argues that Brando was
not only a great actor but also a cultural soothsayer, a Cassandra warning us about
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the challenges to come. Brando’s admonitions against the monetization of nearly
every aspect of the culture were prescient. His public protests against racial
segregation and discrimination at the height of the Civil Rights movement—getting
himself arrested at least once—were criticized as being needlessly provocative. Yet
those actions of fifty years ago have become a model many actors follow today.
Psychologically astute and masterfully researched, based on new and revelatory
material, The Contender explores the star and the man in full, including the
childhood traumas that reverberated through his professional and personal life. It
is a dazzling biography of our nation’s greatest actor that is sure to become an
instant classic. The Contender includes sixteen pages of photographs.
A Life
Kazan on Directing
Dropped Names
This Is Orson Welles
A Gothic Western

Elia Kazan's varied life and career is related here in his autobiography. He reveals his working
relationships with his many collaborators, including Harold Clurman, Lee Strasberg, Clifford
Odets, Arthur Miller, Tennessee Williams, Marilyn Monroe, Marlon Brando, James Dean, John
Steinbeck and Darryl Zanuck, and describes his directing "style" as he sees it, in terms of
position, movement, pace, rhythm and his own limitations. Kazan also retraces his own decision
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to inform for the House Un-American Activities Committee, illuminating much of what may be
obscured in McCarthy literature.
“I call this book The Intent to Live because great actors don’t seem to be acting, they seem to be
actually living.” –Larry Moss, from the Introduction When Oscar-winning actors Helen Hunt
and Hilary Swank accepted their Academy Awards, each credited Larry Moss’s guidance as key
to their career-making performances. There is a two-year waiting list for his advanced acting
classes. But now everyone–professionals and amateurs alike–can discover Moss’s passionate,
in-depth teaching. Inviting you to join him in the classroom and onstage, Moss shares the
techniques he has developed over thirty years to help actors set their emotions, imagination, and
behavior on fire, showing how the hard work of preparation pays off in performances that are
spontaneous, fresh, and authentic. From the foundations of script analysis to the nuances of
physicalization and sensory work, here are the case studies, exercises, and insights that enable
you to connect personally with a script, develop your character from the inside out, overcome
fear and inhibition, and master the technical skills required for success in the theater, television,
and movies. Far more than a handbook, The Intent to Live is the personal credo of a master
teacher. Moss’s respect for actors and love of the actor’s craft enliven every page, together
with examples from a wealth of plays and films, both current and classic, and vivid
appreciations of great performances. Whether you act for a living or simply want a deeper
understanding of acting greatness, The Intent to Live will move, instruct, and inspire you.
THE STORY: The action of the play is comprised of a series of varied, imaginatively conceived
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episodes, which blend into a powerful and stirring mosaic. The opening scene is a hiring hall
where a union leader (obviously in the pay of the bosses) is trying to convince a committee of
workers (who are waiting for their leader, Lefty, to arrive) not to strike. This is followed by a
moving confrontation between a discouraged taxi driver, who cannot earn enough to live on,
and his angry wife, who wants him to show some backbone and stand up to his employer; a
revealing scene between a scheming boss and the young worker who refuses to spy on his fellow
employees; a sad/funny episode centering on a young cabbie and his would-be bride, who lack
the wherewithal to get married; a disturbing scene involving a senior doctor and the underpaid
young intern (a labor activist) whom the doctor has been ordered to discharge; and, finally, a
return to the union hall where the workers, learning that Lefty has been gunned down by the
powers-that-be, resolve at last to stand up for their rights and to strike-and to stay off their jobs
until their grievances are finally heard and acted upon by those who have so cynically exploited
and misused them.
“This is the best autobiography I’ve read by a prominent American in I don’t know how many
years. It is endlessly absorbing and I believe this is because it concerns a man who is looking to
find a coherent philosophy that will be tough enough to contain all that is ugly in his person and
his experience, yet shall prove sufficiently compassionate to give honest judgment on himself
and others. Somehow, the author brings this off. Elia Kazan: A Life has that candor of
confession which is possible only when the deepest wounds have healed and honesty can achieve
what honesty so rarely arrives at—a rich and hearty flavor. By such means, a famous director
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has written a book that offers the kind of human wealth we find in a major novel.” —Norman
Mailer In this amazing autobiography, Kazan at seventy-eight brings to the undiluted telling of
his story—and revelation of himself—all the passion, vitality, and truth, the almost outrageous
honesty, that have made him so formidable a stage director (A Streetcar Named Desire, Death
of a Salesman, All My Sons, Cat on a Hot Tin Roof, Tea and Sympathy), film director (On the
Waterfront, East of Eden, Gentleman’s Agreement, Splendor in the Grass, Baby Doll, The Last
Tycoon, A Face in the Crowd), and novelist (the number-one best-seller The Arrangement.)
Kazan gives us his sense of himself as an outsider (a Greek rug merchant’s son born in Turkey,
an immigrant’s son raised in New York and educated at Williams College). He takes us into the
almost accidental sojourn at the Yale Drama School that triggered his commitment to theatre,
and his edgy, exciting apprenticeship with the new and astonishing Group Theatre, as stagehand
and stage manager—and as actor (Waiting for Lefty, Golden Boy) . . . his first nervous and then
successful attempts at directing for theatre and movies (The Skin of Our Teeth, A Tree Grows in
Brooklyn) . . . his return to New York to co-found the Actors Studio (and his long and ambivalent
relationship with Lee Strasberg) . . . his emergence as premier director on both coasts. With his
director’s eye for the telling scene, Kazan shares the joys and complications of production, his
unique insights on acting, directing, and producing. He makes us feel the close presence of the
actors, producers, and writers he’s worked with—James Dean, Marlon Brando, Tennessee
Williams, Vivien Leigh, Tallulah Bankhead, Sam Spiegel, Darryl Zanuck, Harold Clurman,
Arthur Miller, Budd Schulberg, James Baldwin, Clifford Odets, and John Steinbeck among
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them. He gives us a frank and affectionate portrait of Marilyn Monroe. He talks with startling
candor about himself as husband and—in the years where he obsessively sought adventure
outside marriage—as lover. For the first time, he discusses his Communist Party years and his
wrenching decision in 1952 to be a cooperative witness before HUAC. He writes about his birth
as a writer. The pace and organic drama of his narrative, his grasp of the life and politics of
Broadway and Hollywood, the keenness with which he observes the men and women and worlds
around him, and, above all, the honest with which he pursues and captures his own essence,
make this one of the most fascinating autobiographies of our time.
A Memoir of Love and Art in 1950s Manhattan
The Contender
Achieving Your True Potential as an Actor
Tennessee Williams and Elia Kazan
The Journals of Spalding Gray
Lee J. Cobb

Riveting, funny, heartbreaking, at once raw and lyrical:
these journals reveal the complexity of the actor/writer who
invented the autobiographical monologue and perfected the
form in such celebrated works as Swimming to Cambodia. Here
is the first intimate portrait we have of the man behind the
charismatic performer who ended his life in 2004: evolving
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artist, conflicted celebrity, a man struggling for years
with depression before finally succumbing to its most
desperate impulse. Begun when he was twenty-five, the
journals give us Gray’s reflections on his childhood; his
craving for success; the downtown New York arts scene of the
1970s; his love affairs, marriages and fatherhood; his
travels in Europe and Asia; and throughout, his passion for
the theater, where he worked to balance his compulsion to
tell all with his terror of having his deepest secrets
exposed. Culled from more than five thousand pages and
including interviews with friends, colleagues, lovers, and
family, The Journals of Spalding Gray gives us a haunting
portrait of a creative genius who we thought had told us
everything about himself—until now.
Orson Welles will leave you agreeing with Marlene Dietrich,
who also said (using Welles' words from Touch of Evil): "He
was some kind of man. What does it matter what you say about
people?"
The Chelsea Hotel, since its founding by a visionary French
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architect in 1884, has been an icon of American invention: a
cultural dynamo and haven for the counterculture, all in one
astonishing building. Sherill Tippins, author of the
acclaimed February House,delivers a masterful and endlessly
entertaining history of the Chelsea and of the successive
generations of artists who have cohabited and created there,
among them Thomas Wolfe, Dylan Thomas, Arthur Miller, Allen
Ginsberg, Bob Dylan, Janis Joplin, Leonard Cohen, Patti
Smith, Robert Mapplethorpe, Andy Warhol, Sam Shepard, Sid
Vicious, and Dee Dee Ramone. Now as legendary as the artists
it has housed and the countless creative collaborations it
has sparked, the Chelsea has always stood as a mystery as
well: why and how did this hotel become the largest and
longest-lived artists' community in the known world? Inside
the Dream Palaceis the intimate and definitive story.
Drawn from a wealth of interviews, the author presents an
intimate portrait of the Academy Award-winning director of
such films as A Tree Grows in Brooklyn, detailing his
moviemaking genius, relationships with celebrities, inner
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feelings and thoughts on the movie industry, and much more.
The Cinema of an American Outsider
Kazan Revisited
THE ANATOLIAN
Inside the Dream Palace
The Men in My Life
52 Classic Films for One Full Year
Master Sergeant Cesario Flores is a troubled man. A career non-com, he feels safe in his
well-ordered life. So when his precious daughter Juana joins the tuned-in, dropped-out
generation, Flores breaks into little pieces ... with murder the result. The Assassins is set in
the United States during the '70s, a violent time at home and abroad. It's about two
specific murders, but more than that, it focuses on a murderous way of life.
A memoir from the legendary director of "The Exorcist" and "The French Connection"
offers a glimpse into the life and work of the maverick of American cinema in the late 60s
and 70s.
From 2009 to 2014, The Museum of Modern Art presented a weekly series of film
screenings titled An Auteurist History of Film. Inspired by Andrew Sarris's seminal book
The American Cinema, which elaborated on the "auteur theory" first developed by the
critics of Cahiers du Cinéma in the 1950s, the series presented works from MoMA's
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expansive film collection, with a particular focus on the role of the director as artistic
author. Film curator Charles Silver wrote a blog post to accompany each screening,
describing the place of each film in the oeuvre of is director as well as the work's
significance in cinema history. Following the end of the series' five-year run, the Museum
collected these texts for publication, and is now bringing together Silver's insightful and
often humorous readings in a single volume. This publication is an invaluable guide to key
directors and movies as well as an excellent introduction to auteur theory. -- from back
cover.
Elia Kazan was the twentieth century’s most celebrated director of both stage and screen,
and this monumental, revelatory book shows us the master at work. Kazan’s list of
Broadway and Hollywood successes—A Streetcar Named Desire, Death of a Salesman,
On the Waterfront, to name a few—is a testament to his profound impact on the art of
directing. This remarkable book, drawn from his notebooks, letters, interviews, and
autobiography, reveals Kazan’s method: how he uncovered the “spine,” or core, of each
script; how he analyzed each piece in terms of his own experience; and how he determined
the specifics of his production. And in the final section, “The Pleasures of
Directing”—written during Kazan’s final years—he becomes a wise old pro offering
advice and insight for budding artists, writers, actors, and directors.
Elia Kazan: A Life
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Kazan on Kazan
The Selected Letters of Elia Kazan
The Story of Marlon Brando
Timebends
The Master Director Discusses His Film
Real Life Drama is the classic history of the remarkable group that revitalized
American theater in the 1930s by engaging urgent social and moral issues that
still resonate today. Born in the turbulent decade of the Depression, the Group
Theatre revolutionized American arts. Wendy Smith's dramatic narrative brings
the influential troupe and its founders to life once again, capturing their joys and
pains, their triumphs and defeats. Filled with fresh insights into the towering
personalities of Harold Clurman, Lee Strasberg, Cheryl Crawford, Elia Kazan,
Clifford Odets, Stella and Luther Adler, Karl Malden, and Lee J. Cobb, among
many others, Real Life Drama chronicles a passionate community of idealists as
they opened a new frontier in theater.
Acclaimed biographer Patricia Bosworth recalls her emotional coming of age in
1950s New York in this profound and powerful memoir, a story of family,
marriage, tragedy, Broadway, and art, featuring a rich cast of well-known literary
and theatrical figures from the period. From Bosworth—acclaimed biographer of
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Montgomery Clift, Diane Arbus, Marlon Brando, and Jane Fonda—comes a series
of vivid confessions about her remarkable journey into womanhood. This deeplyfelt memoir is the story of a woman who defied repressive 1950s conventions
while being shaped by the notable men in her life. Born into privilege in San
Francisco as the children of famous attorney Bartley Crum and novelist Gertrude,
Patricia and her brother Bart Jr. lead charmed lives until their father’s career is
ruined when he defends the Hollywood Ten. The family moves to New York,
suffering greater tragedy when Bart Jr. kills himself. However, his loving spirit
continues to influence Patricia as she fights to succeed as an actress and writer.
Married and divorced from an abusive husband before she’s twenty, she joins
the famed Actors Studio. She takes classes with Lee Strasberg alongside Marilyn
Monroe, Paul Newman, and others; she works on Broadway opposite Paul Muni,
Helen Hayes, and Elaine Stritch; Gore Vidal and Elia Kazan become her
mentors. Her anecdotes of theatre’s Golden Age have never been told before. At
the zenith of her career, about to film The Nun’s Story with Audrey Hepburn,
Patricia faces a decision that changes her forever. The Men in My Life is about
survival, achieving your goals, and learning to love. It’s also the story of
America’s most culturally pivotal era, told through the lens of one insider’s
extraordinary life.
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Seminar paper from the year 2009 in the subject English Language and
Literature Studies - Literature, grade: 1,8, University of Tubingen (Englisches
Seminar), course: Introduction to Literary Studies, language: English, abstract:
"'The marvelous performances in [this] great movie [...] [are] only slightly marred
by [a] Hollywood ending.' Tennessee Williams" (cf. Yacowar). Tennessee
Williams' play "A Streetcar Named Desire" from 1947 was often staged and
interpreted. It was also the base of Elia Kazan's famous and remarkable movie
from 1951. Since a book allows for interpretation, the movie features a different
realization. This paper will contrast the written form with the film version. To
illustrate the different realizations there will be a closer look at the two special
and important scenes, ten and eleven, which are exemplarily for the differences
in the general conversion. The decision for exactly these scenes is founded in the
striking differences in conversion and adaptation and by reason of plenty of
content rapidly beat down in these scenes. Due to many influences, the film
departs in places completely from Williams' original. These influences and
differences will be described in the following first part. Particular attention will
then be paid to the music and noises, and the moods and emotions caused by
these. And, due to being close linked to the adaptation of the whole movie, the
effects of censorship will be explained. The impact is to work out in which ways
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the movie is adapted to the play and where it distinguishes from it.
Elia Kazan is the director responsible for films such as On the Waterfront, A
Streetcar Named Desire, Viva Zapata! and East of Eden - to name but a few.
With Marlon Brando and James Dean he inaugurated a new age of screen acting
- one closely connected to the New York Method school - which has left a lasting
impression on American movies. A Greek immigrant - who immortalized his
family's struggle to reach the New World in his film America, America - he was
ferociously committed to dealing with the problems that beset American society trade unions in On the Waterfront; anti-semitism in The Gentlemen's Agreement;
media manipulation in A Face in the Crowd; and ecology in Wild River. His
demand for an authentic intensity of performance from his actors brought a
powerful emotionalism to American movies and created moments of cinema that
live forever in the memory. This book chronicles, in his own words, the career of
a director who re-defined American film acting.
A Memoir
A Biography
The Many Lives of Cy Endfield
A Play
Elia Kazan, Arthur Miller & Marilyn Monroe : a Play
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An Auteurist History of Film
The revealing and deeply moving autobiography of one of the greatest American
playwrights of the twentieth century.
Elia Kazan
The Skin of Our Teeth
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